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Oxidation of a series of TTF vinylogues has been investigated in acetonitrile and dichloromethane. Depending
on the substituent and the solvent, two single-electron transfers or one two-electron process was observed.
Density functional modeling calculations and detailed analysis of the electrochemical behavior show that the
unusual redox behavior for short-length TTF vinylogues is due to substantial conformation changes concerted
with the electron transfers. Flash photolysis and spectroelectrochemistry experiments were also performed to
confirm this conclusion. Through fine-tuning of the molecule structure and substituent choice, it is possible
to control the relative stabilities of the different redox species. At one end, this leads to situations where the
second electron transfer is much easier than the first one. At the other end, opposite situations are observed
with a large increase of the separation between the first and second oxidation potentials by comparison to
similar TTF without steric hindrance. The inner sphere reorganization energies remain modest (0.35-0.45
eV), allowing a fast passage between the different conformations during the electron transfers.

Introduction

Within the numerous modifications performed on the tetra-
thiafulvalene (TTF) core for the preparation of organic conduc-
tors, the introduction of one vinyl spacer between the dithiole
rings has been the subject of several investigations.2 Both donors
TTF and their vinylogous analogues are known to be planar,
but compared to the basic TTF framework, vinylogous TTF
exhibit better donating properties with a smaller difference
between the two oxidation potentials.3 In this field, the prepara-
tion of substituted vinylogous TTF by oxidative coupling of
1,4-dithiafulvenes has attracted a lot of attention due to the
ability of this method to introduce different substituents.4-10

The addition of bulky substituents on the central conjugation
moiety prevents the donor from being planar due to steric inter-
actions.5a,6,7,11This nonplanarity takes nothing away from the
donor ability of these derivatives, but an intriguing feature is
their redox behavior. Indeed, depending on the substitution of
the conjugated spacer group, one can observe by cyclic
voltammetry either a reversible bielectronic transfer leading
directly to the dicationic state or two reversible monoelectronic
transfers corresponding to the consecutive formation of the
radical cation and of the dication. This result is in contrast with
the behavior of short-length TTF vinylogues which generally
exhibit two monoelectronic transfers.2 Essentially because of
Coulombic interactions, the oxidation (or reduction) of organic
molecules proceeds generally in a series of one-electron steps
in which the removal of a second electron is more difficult than
the first one.12 This situation has been called normal ordering
of potential and is the most common observation for the
electrochemical reactions of organic molecules when the initially
produced intermediates are chemically stable. In TTF series, it

has been shown that the difference between the first and the
second oxidation potentials can be reduced considerably by
increasing the length of the conjugated spacer.13 However, for
the investigated family of molecules (see Chart 1), the conju-
gated spacer (with only one vinyl bond) is not long enough to
explain the observed behavior by a simple decrease of the
Coulombic interaction. Another hypothesis can be proposed on
the basis of literature results.12 Several experimental examples
of “potential inversion” for the oxidation (or reduction) of short
organic molecules have been reported when at least one of the
electron transfers is associated with important structural
changes.12,14,15 When the information about the structures of
the intermediates was available, on the basis of detailed analysis† Email: hapiot@paris7.jussieu.fr. Fax:+33 1 44 27 76 25.

CHART 1. General Formula of the Investigated TTF
Vinylogues
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of the electrochemical responses and by comparison with
semiempirical AM1 calculations, D. H. Evans et al. have shown
that the structural changes were the cause of potential
inversion.14,15aConcerning the substituted vinylogous TTF, we
have also observed considerable conformational modifications
between the neutral and the dicationic states,5a,16 in agreement
with more recent observations.6b By analogy with literature
reports concerning the inverted potentials,12,14,15we suggest that
the unusual redox behavior observed for some of these short
vinylogous TTF is related to structural changes induced by the
steric interactions. However, in the framework of this hypothesis,
the variation of the relative order of the potentials remains
unclear. For example, situations of normal order of potentials
or, on the contrary, of inverted potentials are observed for
molecules belonging to the same family for which the steric
constraints are expected to be similar.6b,16aThus, it is of interest
to rationalize the effects in order to control the conformational
changes occurring during the electron transfer by a fine-tuning
of the molecule structure through chemical substitution. In
addition to the interest in these molecules for the engineering
of new functional materials, the significant likelihood of
chemical substitutions on the TTF core offers a unique route
for a systematic investigation of multielectronic transfer associ-
ated with substantial conformational changes. In this paper,
detailed studies of the electrochemical behavior of vinylogous
TTF have been performed under the same experimental condi-
tions. Crystallographic structures have been obtained for several
derivatives, and molecular modelings based on density func-
tional theory (DFT) have been performed to understand and
control the evolution of the phenomenon as a function of the
substitution. The electron transfers have been studied for the
following families of donors: the unsubstituted1 which serves
as a reference compound, TTF vinylogues with phenyl groups
substituted on their para or ortho positions (respectively2a-e
or 3a-d) by different donating or withdrawing substituents and
with thiazole groups4 that change both the steric hindrance
and the electronic properties.

Experimental Section

Chemicals.All of the vinylogous tetrathiafulvalenes (TTF)
have been prepared by oxidative dimerization of 1,4-dithiaful-
venes in a one-pot procedure by a two-step electrochemical
synthesis: first an oxidation of the monomer and then a
reduction of the solution.5 Acetonitrile was Uvasol quality
(Merck). Dichloromethane was Rectapur quality (Prolabo). The
supporting electrolytes NEt4BF4 and NBu4BF4 were from Fluka
(puriss quality). Solutions were prepared freshly before experi-
ments and oxygen was removed by bubbling argon.

Electrochemical Experiments.All of the cyclic voltammetry
experiments were carried out at 20( 0.1 °C using a cell
equipped with a jacket allowing circulation of water from the
thermostat. The counter electrode was a Pt wire and the
reference electrode an aqueous saturated calomel electrode with
a salt bridge containing the supporting electrolyte. The SCE
electrode was checked against the ferrocene/ferricinium couple
(considering the followingE° values: E° ) +0.405 V/SCE in
acetonitrile and+0.528V/SCE in dichloromethane) before and
after each experiment. Based on repetitive measurements,
absolute errors on potentials were found to be around(5 mV.
In situations of inverted potentials,∆Ep measurements (which
do not require the standardization of the reference electrode)
were repeated at least 10 times and averaged. Errors were found
to be(1mV.

For low scan rate cyclic voltammetry (0.05-500 V s-1), the
working electrode was a 1 mmdiameter platinum disk (or glassy

carbon disk made from a 3 mmdiameter cylinder from Tokai
Corp. or a 1 mmdiameter gold for test experiments). It was
carefully polished before each set of voltammograms with 1
µm diamond paste and ultrasonically rinsed in absolute ethanol.
Electrochemical instrumentation consisted of a PAR model 175
universal programmer and of a home-built potentiostat equipped
with a positive feedback compensation device.17 The data were
acquired with a 310 Nicolet oscilloscope.

For high scan rate cyclic voltammetry, the ultramicroelectrode
was a platinum wire (10µm diameter) sealed in soft glass.18

The signal generator was a Hewlett-Packard 3314A and the
curves were recorded with a 4094C Nicolet oscilloscope with
a minimum acquisition time of 5 ns per point.

Spectroelectrochemical experiments (spectrovoltammetry)
were performed with a capillary-slit-cell for UV-visible
spectroscopy using gold-LIGA structures (100µm thickness)
as an optical transparent electrode. The equipment was described
in previously published papers.19 The complete electrochemical
conversion in the capillary slit occurs in less than two seconds.

Numerical simulations of the voltammograms were performed
with the commercial BAS Digisim Simulator 2.120 using the
default numerical options with the assumption of planar
diffusion. The Butler-Volmer law was considered for the
electron-transfer kinetics (see text). The coefficient,R, was taken
as 0.5 and the diffusion coefficients equal for the all the species
(D ) 10-5 cm2 s-1).

Flash Photolysis Experiments.Irradiations were performed
with a Questek laser 2048 (100-150mJ/20-50ns) using a XeCl
mixture (λ ) 308 nm). The detection system consisted of a
150-W xenon lamp, a 1.5 cm optical path length irradiation cell,
a SP 150 spectrograph (ARC), and an intensified diode array
system (PG200 pulsed generator, ST-121 controller and IRY-
700 S/RB detector from Princeton Instruments, Inc). For the
acquisition, the pulse width was set to 100 ns, and the delay
after the laser pulse was adjusted to be as short as possible to
avoid the observation of laser flash. Spectra were averaged 10
times to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

Theoretical Modeling. The calculations were performed
using the Gaussian 98 package21 for density functional and
solvation calculations. Gas-phase geometries and electronic
energies were calculated by full optimization without imposed
symmetry of the conformations using the B3LYP22 density
functional with the 6-31G* basis set,23,24starting from prelimi-
nary optimizations performed with semiempirical methods.
Because of the difficulty to run frequency calculations with the
large investigated molecules, the quality of the obtained minima
were checked by restarting the optimizations from other
conformations, which led to the same optimized geometries.
Solvation free energies were calculated on the gas-phase
optimized conformations according to the SCRF (self-consistent
reaction field) method using the IPCM method25 and the B3LYP
density functional. In this method, the solvent is treated as a
continuum of uniform dielectric constant in which the solute is
placed into a cavity defined as an isodensity surface of the
molecules. The value for the isodensity surface was chosen as
0.001 electrons/bohr3, as used in previous published calcula-
tions.25a For solvent reorganization energy,λ0,elec, estimations,
the radii of the equivalent spheres of the various species of
interest were obtained by means of a volume calculation on
the optimized geometries, meaning the volume inside a contour
of 0.001 electrons/bohr3 density.

Results and Discussion

Cyclic Voltammetry Experiments. Investigations of the
vinylogous TTF oxidation were performed in acetonitrile and
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in dichloromethane for the compounds reported in Scheme 1
using cyclic voltammetry on a platinum electrode. We checked
that the same behavior is observed when changing the nature
of the working electrode (glassy carbon). As illustrative
examples, typical voltammograms for the nonsubstituted com-
pound 1 and two vinylogous TTF2b, 2d bearing bulky
substituents on the central core are displayed in Figure 1 at two
different scan rates 0.1 and 1000 V s-1 in acetonitrile. Oxidation
waves were always reversible, but, depending on the substituent
and on the solvent, two single-electron transfers or one two-
electron process was observed. For the vinylogous TTF
substituted by the aromatic groups (e.g.,2a-e), only one
reversible oxidation wave associated with the concomitant
exchange of two electrons was observed in acetonitrile. In the
investigated time-window (0.05-5,000 V s-1), no other inter-
mediate that can be detected through a new redox process was
observed. The main modification when raising the scan rates
was an increase of the potential separation between the anodic
(Epa) and cathodic (Epc) peaks. For compounds2a and2b, the

anodic peak current becomes broader than the cathodic one,
indicating an influence of the electron transfer kinetics (see
below). From these reversible voltammograms recorded at low
scan rate, it is immediately possible to derive the overall formal
potential for the two-electron processE°2e- ) (E°1 + E°2)/2 as
the half-sum between the two peak potentialsE°2e- ) (Epa +
Epc)/2.26 As calculated before,27 if we assumed that the
thermodynamics of both electron transfers is reached, the
potential peak separation∆Ep ) Epa - Epc allows the measure-
ment of the difference in standard (formal) potentials∆E° )
E°2 - E°1 (see the working curve in the supplementary section).
For an infinite separation,∆Ep tends to 28.25 mV at 20°C,
meaning that the measurement of the individual potentials
becomes very inaccurate (then impossible) for large inversions
of potential. The extracted∆E°, assuming a thermodynamic
control of the electron transfers, are gathered in Table 1 with
the corresponding errors (see experimental part). The first
observation is the clear inversion of the individual reversible
formal potentials for the two steps, with the second electron
being more easily removed than the first one. This peculiar
behavior of substituted vinylogous TTF differs from the
nonsubstituted compound1 where a two-step process is involved
(Table 1), in agreement with previously published results.2 The
second noticeable point is that the inversion of the individual
formal potentials is larger when a withdrawing group is present
on the phenyl ring, although a similar steric hindrance is
expected for all of the molecules2a-2e.

To check the conclusions of Table 1, the oxidation steps were
also followed by spectrovoltammetry during a full cycle scan
of potential (the UV-visible spectra are recorded as functions
of the applied potential in full conversion conditions) using as
an optical transparent electrode a gold-LIGA electrode for three
chosen compounds: the unsubstituted1 and the substituted TTF
2b, 2d bearing respectively withdrawing and donor substituents.
As seen in Figure 2, the spectrum of the electrogenerated radical-
cation (large peak around 600 nm and absorbance in the 700-
850 nm range) is clearly visible before the formation of the
dication (only one peak around 580 nm) in the case of1 and
2d. On the contrary, the dication is produced directly during
the oxidation of2b. It is clear that the radical cation is more
visible in the case of1 than for2d. Because the stability of the
radical cation is directly related to∆E°,28 these results confirm
the trend of Table 1, i.e.,∆E° for 1 > ∆E° for 2d > ∆E° for
2b. When a substituent is introduced on the ortho position of
the phenyl group (compounds3a-d), a similar decrease of∆E°
is observed as a function of the withdrawing strength of the
substituent. However, the extracted∆E° are always larger for
the ortho substituted molecules3a,b,d than for the corresponding
para substituted molecules2a,b,d. Similar trends were found
in dichloromethane. The use of this solvent instead of acetonitrile
induced an increase of∆E° for all investigated TTF. The effect
is directly observable for compounds2c-e, 3b, and4, which
display two distinct monoelectronic waves in CH2Cl2 by contrast
with a single bielectronic wave in CH3CN. Actually, depending
on the donating ability of the phenyl group, the bielectronic
waves can split or not into two monoelectronic ones, but the
same general effect was observed for all of the TTF in both
solvents.

X-ray Structural Investigations. The molecular structure
of the neutral donor2d determined by single-crystal X-ray
analysis revealed a non planar geometry due to steric hindrance.5a

This severely distorted structure has been found for all of the
substituted TTF vinylogues,6,7,11 even when R) Me.6b We
recently reported dicationic salts of type2 by simply mixing a

Figure 1. Cyclic voltammetry of the TTF vinylogues oxidation on a
1 mm Pt electrode (a, c, e) or a 10µm ultramicrolectrode (b, d, f) in
acetonitrile+ 0.1 mol L-1 NEt4BF4. Scan rates: 0.2 V s-1 (a, c, e),
1000 V s-1 (b, d, f). 2d (RdpMeOC6H4) (a, b), 2b (RdpNCC6H4)
(c, d),1 (RdH) (e, f). Conc) 6 × 10-4 (a,b), 4.5× 10-4 (c,d), 8.5×
10-4 mol L-1 (e,f).

SCHEME 1
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solution of2d in CH2Cl2 with a solution of Cu(ClO4)2‚6H2O in
THF or by exposing a solution of2c in CH2Cl2 to an iodine
atmosphere.16 In both cases, the vinylogous TTF in its dicationic
form adopts a new conformation with a planar extended TTF
core, whereas the phenyl groups are located in a perpendicular
plane. Compound4 was oxidized under the same conditions as
used for 2c. The 1:1 stoichiometry of the complex (one
vinylogous TTF for one counterion) determined from X-ray
structure analyses29 implies that the TTF in this salt is in its
cation radical state,4•+. The radical cation and the dication
display similar conformations with a planar TTF skeleton.
Yamashita et al. have also lately reported similar observations
on cation radical salts of vinylogous TTF substituted by bulky
groups.6 Despite their conformational changes, the bond length
modifications of2 depending on the oxidation state are similar
to the ones observed for the nonsubstituted analogues1.2g To
exemplify these changes, we summarized in Table 2 our results
and the X-ray data from literature (Tables 2 and 3). Even if it
is not possible to get the X-ray structures of all the redox states
for the same compound, global examination of the results
suggests that the major conformational modifications occur
between the neutral and the cation radical state. Upon oxidation,
the main modifications are observed on the conjugated system

S2CdC-CdCS2. For instance, the central C-C bond (a) is
lengthened while the two other C-C bonds (b) and the S-C
bonds of the dithiole rings are shortened when compared with
the neutral molecule. However, almost no significant changes

TABLE 1: Oxidation Potentials of TTF Vinylogues

CH3CN CH2Cl2

R
E°2e-/V

(∆Ep in mV)a ∆E° ) E°2 - E°1/mVb
E°2e-/V

(∆Ep in mV)a ∆E° ) E°2 - E°1/mVb

1 H 0.321(57) 115( 2 0.398(56) 181( 2
0.436(57) 0.579(57)

2a p-NO2C6H4 0.546(31) -65 ( 25 0.671(34) -30 ( 10
2b p-NCC6H4 0.530(30) -90 ( 30 0.651(35) -25 ( 6
2c C6H5 0.413(37) -13 ( 5 0.519(104)c 76 ( 1
2d p-MeOC6H4 0.378(41) 4( 1 0.468(143)c 104( 2
2e p-Me2NC6H4 0.309(41) 4( 1 0.334(60) 120( 2

0.454(61)
3a o-NO2C6H4 0.467(92) 67( 1 0.495(57) 221( 3

0.716(63)
3b o-NCC6H4 0.519(109) 79( 2 0.551(57) 216( 3

0.767(70)
3d o-MeOC6H4 290(56) 112( 2 0.293(59) 258( 3

402(59) 0.551(63)
4 thiazoline thione 0.451(115)c 84 ( 2 0.532(61) 136( 2

0.668(59)

a Scan rate) 0.1 V s-1. b Assuming an infinitively fast electron-transfer kinetics.c Double wave (∆Ep ) Epa2 - Epc1).

TABLE 2: Bond Lengths (Å) of Substituted Vinylogous TTF Core Obtained by X-ray Analyses

neutral radical cation dication

R )

2,6-F2C6H5
a

R1dR2d
SCH2CH2S

p-MeOC6H4
b

R1dCH3

R2dSCH3

o-ClC6H4
a

R1dR2d
(CHdCH2)2

2,6-F2C6H5
a

R1dR2d
(CHdCH2)2

thiazolinec

R1dR2d
CH3

p-MeOC6H4
b

R1dCH3

R2dSCH3

C6H5
b

R1dCH3

R2dSCH3

a 1.481(8) 1.469(9) 1.38(2) 1.41(1) 1.37(2) 1.371(4) 1.341(12)
b 1.354(6) 1.324(10) 1.417(13) 1.400(8) 1.44(2) 1.447(3) 1.462(8)
c 1.755(4) 1.762(7) 1.724(9) 1.725(6) 1.730(11) 1.695(2) 1.703(6)
c′ 1.758(4) 1.781(8) 1.736(9) 1.725(7) 1.695(11) 1.689(2) 1.679(6)
d 1.747(4) 1.759(9) 1.750(2) 1.737(7) 1.727(12) 1.696(3) 1.690(6)
d′ 1.755(4) 1.792(9) 1.730(8) 1.742(6) 1.727(13) 1.714(2) 1.722(6)
e 1.389(6) 1.339(11) 1.337(11) 1.394(9) 1.31(2) 1.366(3) 1.364(9)
f 1.483(5) 1.482(10) 1.56(2) 1.498(8) 1.49(2) 1.496(3) 1.504(9)

a From ref 6b.b From our ref 16b.c This work,4•+.

TABLE 3: Bond Lengths (Å) of Unsubstituted Vinylogous
TTF Corea

neutral radicalcation dication

crystal B3LYP crystal B3LYP B3LYP

a 1.434(5) 1.44 1.402(9) 1.40 1.36
b 1.355(4) 1.36 1.380(6) 1.40 1.45
c 1.749(3) 1.79 1.713(4) 1.75 1.71
c′ 1.758(3) 1.739(4)
d 1.749(3) 1.76 1.741(5) 1.74 1.72
d′ 1.755(3) 1.746(4)
e 1.346(4) 1.34 1.351(7) 1.35 1.36

a Experimental X-ray data (from ref 1g) for molecule a and B3LYP/
6-31G* calculations for molecule b.
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are detected on the bond (f), which linked the aryl group to the
conjugated system.

Molecular Modeling. As explained in the Introduction, large
structural changes can be responsible for a potential inversion
for a two-step process in cases where the first electron transfer
results in a species that is easier to oxidize than the original
one.12 By analogy with literature results and from the crystal-

lographic data, we suggest that the unusual redox behavior for
the TTF vinylogues is related to the observed structural changes.
More surprisingly is the way that the oxidation potential
separations∆E° vary with the substitution. To rationalize the
effects, we performed a series of molecular modeling calcula-
tions to determine both the geometry and the stability of the
TTF vinylogues in their three oxidation states. This type of
calculation also provides information on the molecular geom-
etries when data are not available from the X-ray experiments.
This is especially the case when the two-electron transfers are
simultaneous, meaning that the radical cation is not stable versus
its disproportionation.

The geometries of the neutral, radical cation, and dications
were determined by a full optimization of the conformation
using the B3LYP22 density functional23 as a compromise
between precision and calculation time.24 We made these
calculations for five of the phenyl-substituted TTF vinylogues
bearing the phenyl group with no substituent2c, with para2b,
(Rdp-NCC6H5), 2d (Rdp-MeOC6H5) or ortho substituents3b
(Rdo-NCC6H5), 3d (Rdo-MeOC6H5). Results for the unsub-
stituted TTF vinylogue1 are collected in Table 3 and for the
substituted ones in Table 4. To decrease the length of the
calculations, the thiomethyl and methyl substituents on the
dithiole rings were also omitted. For1, the neutral, radical cation
and dication were found to be planar, in agreement with the
known results for this compound. As expected, upon oxidation
the central bond (a) shortens as the adjacent bond (b) increases,
showing the passage of the double bond characters from the
(a) to (b) position. For the phenyl-substituted compound2c,
the situation is different (see Table 4 and Figure 4). In the radical
cation and the dication, the TTF cores are almost planar, contrary
to the neutral form for which a twisted conformation is predicted,
in agreement with the X-ray structure determinations. There are
no direct experimental data available for the radical cations of
this family of compound, but the calculations predict that the
geometry of the radical cation is similar to that of the dication,
confirming the occurrence of the largest structural changes at
the level of the first oxidation step. This conclusion is largely
supported by the RX structure of4•+ (see Figure 3). Similar
patterns are obtained when a withdrawing group is introduced
on the phenyl ring, i.e., the neutral form is twisted when the
radical cation and the dication display an almost planar TTF
core (see Figure 4). The situation changes when a donor group
is introduced on the phenyl ring and the dication is no longer
planar. This change of behavior can be explained simply if we

Figure 2. Spectroelectrochemistry of the oxidation of the TTF
vinylogues in acetonitrile (+ 0.1 mol L-1 NEt4BF4). (a) 1 C° ) 9 ×
10-4 mol L-1. (b) 2d C° ) 3.5× 10-4 mol L-1. (c) 2b, C° ) 4 × 10-4

mol L-1. Scan rate) 0.05 V s-1. (The reverse potential is located at
the middle of the potential scale).

TABLE 4: Bond Lengths (Å) of Phenyl-Substituted
Vinylogous TTF Core Obtained by DFT Calculations at the
B3LYP/6-31G* Level

neutral radical cation dication

a 1.50 1.42 1.38
b 1.36 1.41 1.46
c 1.79 1.76 1.72
d 1.76 1.74 1.72
e 1.34 1.35 1.36
f 1.49 1.50 1.50
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consider that the dication gets stabilized by conjugation with
the phenyl ring bearing strong donor groups that stabilizes the
positive charges. In the case of the simple phenyl and of course
for withdrawing substituents, the dication has a better advantage
to make the TTF core planar. On the contrary, in the case of
the donor group substitution, there is a competition between
the stabilization energy brought by the conjugation at the level
of the TTF core and the energy gained by the stabilization of
the positive charge by donor groups. However, in polar solvent,
the electronic effects due to the repulsion of the two positive
charges are lowered, and thus it is likely that the calculations
of the conformations in gas phase overestimate the twisting of
the TTF core in the dicationic state. One way to discuss the
effects of the structural modifications on the relative order of
potentials is to examine the changes in the energy orbital from
where the second electron will be removed.15a In oxidation, the
energy of the SOMO (single occupied orbital) of the radical
cation is raised by the structural changes, resulting in an
enhancement of the second electron removal compared to the
first one. The analysis consists of calculating the difference
∆USOMO between the energy of the SOMO orbital of the radical
cation in its optimized form and in the conformation of the
neutral species.∆USOMO values of 0.30, 0.35, 0.60, 0.63 eV
were found for the unsubstituted1 and the substituted TTF,2d
(Rdp-MeOC6H4), 2c (RdC6H5) and 2b (Rdp-NCC6H4), re-
spectively, meaning that the enhancement for the removal of
the second electron is expected to vary in the order2b > 2c >
2d > 1. Indeed the same experimental trend is observed for
the inversion of potential, which confirms the idea that the
structural changes are responsible for the potential inversion. It
also indicates that most of the structure changes responsible
for the potential inversion occur after the first electron transfer,
as this approach does not take into account the possible structural
changes occurring after the second electron transfer.30 It is
noticeable that apparently similar changes of structure lead to
quite different changes of∆USOMO. This can be explained

quantitatively if we consider that the change of structure raises
the energy of the SOMO but simultaneously lowers the
conjugation with the phenyl substituent, leading to an opposite
effect that is especially observable when a donor group is present
on the phenyl ring or on the contrary to an additional effect in

Figure 3. Crystal structure of compound4 radical cation.

Figure 4. Optimized geometries calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G* level,
of the neutral (a), radical cation (b), dication (c) of2c (RdC6H5).
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the case of withdrawing substituents. If we do the same
calculations for3b (Rdo-NCC6H4), we found a∆USOMO value
of 0.65 eV from which we should expect a larger potential
inversion for 3b than for all the other compounds. Such a
prediction is obviously in total disagreement with the experi-
mental observations shown in Table 1. To understand this
anomaly, it seems better to focus on the variations of the
disproportionation free energies that are measurements of the
radical cation stability and which take into account the structural
changes associated with all of the redox states:

The simplest approach is to compare the experimental data
∆G°disp with the variation of the electronic energies for the
disproportionation reaction∆Uel,disp. However, to be able to
discuss the experimental variations of∆G°disp, we need a way
to estimate the solvation free energies for each species, as much
of this free energy in gas phase has an electrostatic origin. We
used the IPCM method in which the solvent is described as a
dielectric continuum using the conformations previously opti-
mized in gas-phase calculations.31 ∆Uel,disp were calculated as
the differences between the electronic energies in gas phase.
Thus ∆Uel,disp + ∆G°solv,disp ) Uel(dication) + Uel(neutral) -
2*Uel(radical cation) + ∆G°solv(dication) + ∆G°solv(neutral) -
2*∆G°solv(radical cation).

32 The calculated absolute values were
always higher than the experimentally observed∆G°disp. If this
overestimation was due in a large part to the simplifications
used in the modeling,31,32 other factors, such as the effect of
ion-pairing with the anion of the supporting electrolyte, should
also contribute to a decrease of the experimental∆G°disp.

27b The
calculated∆Uel,disp + ∆G°solv,dispvalues decrease when passing
from the dichloromethane to the acetonitrile, as can be expected
from lower repulsion energies between the two positive charges
in a solvent with a higher dielectric constant. For the1 and2
series of compounds, the variation for the different substituents
follows exactly the experimental variation for the potential
inversion. The largest value is observed for the unsubstituted
TTF vinylogue1, which displays experimentally the highest
separation between the oxidation potentials. In the series of
the phenyl-substituted compounds, the lowest∆Uel,disp +
∆G°solv,disp value is obtained for2b (Rdp-NCC6H4) and the
highest for2d (Rdp-MeOC6H4) as found experimentally. From
Table 5, we can observe that a compound for which∆Uel,disp+
∆G°solv,disp is higher than or equal to 0.6 eV displays two
separated electron transfers, whereas an inverted potential
situation occurs for∆Uel,disp + ∆G°solv,disp< 0.6 eV. Let’s now
consider the effect of passing the substituent from the para
position to the ortho position on the phenyl ring. A large increase
of the experimental∆G°disp is expected in view of the DFT
calculations (≈0.13 eV) between2b and3b even if the estimated
increase is slightly lower than the experimental value (≈0.17

eV from Table 1). To explain the additional influence of the
ortho position another way for understanding the inversion of
potential is to focus on the energies of each individual species
(∆Uel + ∆G°solv) and to investigate how they vary with the
introduction of the steric hindrance in the system. Compared
to the unsubstituted TTF1, the presence of bulky substituents
on the central TTF core destabilizes all of the redox forms
because the planarity is more difficult to achieve. The desta-
bilization energies have no reason to be the same for all of the
redox species, resulting in different shifts for the first and second
oxidation potentials. For compounds in the para series2a-d,
the experimentalE° and calculated∆Uel,disp + ∆G°solv,disp
values show that the radical cation is more destabilized by the
phenyl group than the two other redox states, which is
responsible for the inversion or compression of potentials.
Besides this effect, the ortho substituents create an additional
destabilization due to the interactions between the ortho
substituents and the TTF core. This additional effect has a
considerable influence that can be estimated from the differences
between the total electronic energies obtained from the B3LYP
calculations. For example, in acetonitrile, the derived differences
(∆Uel + ∆G°solv)ortho - (∆Uel + ∆G°solv)para for the CN substi-
tuted TTF3b and 2b are 0.25, 0.16, 0.20 eV for the neutral,
radical cation and dication, respectively, confirming the idea
of a higher destabilization ortho effect for the neutral and
dication species. In acetonitrile (see Table 1), the ortho effect
canceled completely the compression of potential, and in CH2-
Cl2, the ∆E° separation becomes even higher than for the
unsubstituted TTF1. It results a situation where the changes of
conformation do not lead to a compression as generally
observed12,14,15but to an increase of∆E°. The variation of the
redox behavior with the ortho substituents is more difficult to
rationalize than for the para substituents, because for each ortho
group both electronic and steric effects are modified. However,
we may expect a higher influence of the additional ortho steric
influence of the o-NO2 group that is bigger than the o-CN.
Indeed, not only does3a display a higher∆E° value in CH2Cl2
but also the neutral form is so destabilized that the o-NO2-
substituted compounds become easier to oxidize than the o-CN,
contrary to their withdrawing properties.

Kinetics of the Electron Transfers. The previous experi-
ments and modeling calculations allow us to predict the
thermodynamics of the electron transfers, but they give little
information about the timing or sequence of the different steps.
Two limiting situations can be envisaged. In the first one,
changes of conformation occur simultaneously with the electron
transfers and we have an EE mechanism.

The other limiting situation will be a stepwise mechanism:
a radical cation similar to that of the neutral species is first
produced, and then its conformation changes to give the more
planar radical cation, resulting in a global ECE mechanism.33

To address this point, we focused on the three previous
molecules of series2 with the para substituents on the phenyl
ring and in acetonitrile. The first indication in favor of the EE
mechanism is obtained from the fact that no intermediate can
be detected from cyclic voltammetry up to several thousands
volts per second, corresponding to experimental times in the
tenths of millisecond. Another indication comes from the
molecular modeling where it was not possible to find another

TABLE 5: Calculated ∆Uel,disp + ∆G°solv,disp in eV for the
Investigated Dimersa

R) Gas Phase in CH2Cl2 in CH3CN

1 H 4.24 1.06 0.75
2d p-MeOC6H4 3.45 0.88 0.61
2c C6H5 3.58 0.81 0.53
2b p-NCC6H4 3.42 0.72 0.43
3b o-NCC6H4 3.59 0.85 0.56

a ∆Uel,disp + ∆G°solv,disp ) Uel(dication) + Uel(neutral) -
2*Uel(radical cation) + ∆G°solv(dication) + ∆G°solv(neutral) -
2*∆G°solv(radical cation).

TTF a TTF•+ + e- E°1, ks,1

TTF•+ a TTF2+ + e- E°2, ks,2

2TTF•+ a TTF2+ + TTF ∆G°disp
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stable conformation more similar to the neutral species. To go
to shorter experimental times, the radical cation was produced
by flash photolysis of a solution of TTF in the presence of 1%
CCl4 under air acting as an electron scavenger:34

Differential UV-visible spectra recorded just after the laser
pulse (50-100ns) are shown in Figure 5 and are compared with
the spectra recorded during spectroelectrochemical experiments
(experimental time 1s). It is clearly visible that similar spectra
are observed in both methods,35 and they show that the same
final radical cations are already produced for times shorter than
50-100 ns after the pulse.

In experimental situations of inverted potentials, the reported
rates of heterogeneous electron transfers are generally rather
slow with large separations between the forward and the reverse
peak potentials (large∆Ep)12,14,15because, in the framework of
an EE mechanism, the reorganization energy related the
structural changes contributes to the activation barrier. For our
TTF vinylogues, the simple examination of the voltammograms
(thin shape peaks, small peak to peak potential separation) shows
that the global electron process is fast.36 More precise kinetics
data and measurements of standard heterogeneous electron-
transfer kinetics constants can be derived from the variations
of the peak potentials with the scan rates. For the unsubstituted

compound1, two monoelectronic waves are observed regardless
of the scan rate. From the analysis of the voltammograms
recorded in the 1000-5000 V s-1 range, we estimated values
of 3-4 and 1.5 cm s-1 for the electrochemical standard rates
for the first (ks,1) and second (ks,2) electron transfers (uncorrected
from the double layer effect and taking a value ofR ) 0.5 for
the transfer coefficient37). For2b and2d, only one bielectronic
process is observed, and as we have done in the preliminary
treatment of Table 1, the peak separation recorded at low scan
rates can be used to measure the two redox potentials if the
thermodynamic control is reached. The thermodynamic control
situation can be checked from the invariance of the oxidation
peak potential with the lowest scan rates.27 This is clearly the
case for2d, and we deducedE°1 ) 0.376 andE°2 ) 0.380
V/SCE. When theE° values are known, the value ofks,1 can
easily be estimated from the variation of the oxidation peak
potentialEp,ox with the scan rate.38 Rigorously, the value ofEp,ox,
and thus of the value estimated forks,1 depends on the rate of
the second electron transfer. Because the conformational change
is much larger for the first electron transfer than for the second
one,ks,2 is expected to be larger thanks,1. Considering the two
limiting cases whereks,1 ) ks,2 andks,2 ) 5 cm s-1 (the highest
values ofks found for an aromatic molecule),39 we deduced that
ks,1 ranges from 1.5-2.0 cm s-1. The kinetics situation is less
favorable for the CN compound2d for which a∆Ep value of
30 mV is obtained, meaning that it is difficult to extract precise
values for the twoE°. Moreover, the variations of the peak
potentials with the scan rate indicate an influence of the electron-
transfer kinetics, even for the measurements performed at the
lowest scan rates (see Figure 6). By comparison of simulations
corresponding to an EE mechanism with the experimental data,40

we found that the best agreement was obtained forE°1 ) 0.580
V, E°2 ) 0.481 V (∆E° ) 0.1 V),41 ks,1 ) 0.6 cm s-1, ks,2 ) 3
cm s-1, but similar results were obtained for∆E° ) 0.15 and
ks,1 ) 1 cm s-1.

In the framework of the Marcus-Hush model,42 the reorga-
nization free energy of the electron transferλelec is divided into
a solvent reorganization term,λ0,elec, and an intramolecular
reorganization term,λi,elec, where λelec) λ0,elec + λi,elec. The
electrochemical reorganization energies may themselves be
derived from the previously determined electrochemical standard
rate constants,ks. As shown from data on the electrochemical
reduction of a series of aromatic molecules,43 a good comparison
of λelec with theoretical predictions can be obtained fromks

values that are uncorrected for double-layer effect and using
Hush’s model forλo,elec where image effect is not taken into
account42c,d due to a cancellation of these two effects.44 Thus,
estimations were made according to the following equa-
tions:44b

In this case,λi,elec can be estimated45 from the difference in
energy between the neutral TTF at its equilibrium geometry
and at the equilibrium geometry of the radical cation (λ1) and
conversely, from the difference in energy between the radical
cation at its equilibrium geometry and at the equilibrium
geometry of the neutral TTF (λ2).45d,46When these two energies

Figure 5. UV-visible spectra of the radical cations and dications of
1 (a),2d (b), 2c (c) produced by flash photolysis (a, b, c) in acetonitrile
+ 1% CCl4 and recorded just after the laser flash (50-100 ns).
Comparison with the electrochemical oxidation (b, d, f) in acetonitrile
(single spectra from Figure 3), radical cation (s), dication (- - -).

TTF98
hν

TTF•+ + CCl3
• + Cl-

CCl3
• + O2 f CCl3O2

•

CCl3O2
• + TTF f CCl3O2

- + TTF•+

ks ) Zel exp[-
F(λ0,elec+ λi,elec)

4RT ]
with Zel ) x RT

2πM
(M, molar mass)

andλ0,elec) 3/a (a, radius of the equivalent sphere in Å)
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are not equal, and assuming a parabolic energy-reaction
coordinate dependence,λi,elec can be approximated by46

Experimental and theoretical values for the activation barriers
are gathered in Table 7. Even if the experimentalks,1 values
must be considered as approximate, the comparison of the
experimental data with theoretical parameters shows a good
agreement with the occurrence of an EE mechanism in which
the electron transfer is concerted with the conformation changes.
The interesting feature of these systems is that, despite the large

configuration changes associated to the electron transfers, the
intrinsic barriers remain relatively low.

Conclusion

The oxidation of these TTF vinylogues is another example
of electron transfer reaction where the electron transfers are
associated with large structural changes. Through fine-tuning
of the molecular structure (control of the steric hindrance) and
substituent choice, it is possible to control the relative stabilities
of the different redox species. At one end, this leads to situations
of compression of potential where the second electron transfer
is much easier than the first one. At the other end, opposite
situations are obtained with a large increase of the separation
between the first and second oxidation potentials compared to
a similar TTF vinylogue without steric hindrance. Therefore,
paramagnetic radical cation can be isolated for the design of
solid-state compounds blessed with the collective electronic
properties. Interestingly for the engineering of new materials
using the molecular movement, the inner reorganization energies
remain modest (0.35-0.45 eV), allowing a fast passage between
the different conformations during the electron transfers.
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